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Flying cars and personal air transportation have been an icon of the future
and a dream for many throughout time. Flying has mainly always been associated
with large Airline companies with rigid constraints and relatively little flexibility
with regards to individual travelers, however with the betterment of technology this
concept is being challenged. With the improvement in electrical power systems,
the interest in eVTOL (electric Vertical Takeoff and Landing) aircraft has greatly
expanded [1]. The improvements in storage and the efficiency of which the energy is
used have made the idea of fully electric aircraft plausible. Aircraft can adopt bat-
tery powered engines and move away from conventional fuel burning powerplants.
Electric powerplants have many advantages over traditional powerplants including
reduced noise, reduced environmental impact, and greater flexibility in operations
[2] [3]. While the main market for eVTOLs are their potential for transport of per-
sonnel between local regions, they have applications for various other uses including
medical transportation, transportation of goods, military applications, and tourism
[4] [5]. Many companies see the potential in electric vehicles, in particular eVTOLs,
including big name companies like Airbus, Boeing, and Uber which are starting to
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develop their own eVTOL designs [6] [7] [8]. While the goal of each company is
to implement a vehicle capable of commuting applications as soon as possible, the
extent of the progress so far has been the creation of test vehicles and technology
demonstrators. Most experts agree that the battery technology in its current state
is insufficient for the deployment of full eVTOLs, but with the rapid pace of devel-
opment towards the necessary technology it is important to develop the designs and
operations now [9].
One of the companies striving for space in the rising eVTOL market share
is the company Hop Flyt. Hop Flyt is developing their Venturi eVTOL aircraft
model to provide metro region commuter services [10]. Working with the University
of Maryland’s Maryland Industrial Partnership(MIPS) program, this vehicle is the
impetus of this research. In conjunction with the University of Maryland, Hop Flyt
aimed to create a control strategy that could fully control the vehicle from hover
into forward flight. The Venturi model uses four variable incident wings that can
rotate to switch between forward flight and hover. On each wing the vehicle utilizes
four motors and four propellers to create two sets of contra-rotating propellers.
Each motor set is built into a channel structure in the wing to increase propulsive
efficiency. The aircraft is controlled through the actuation of the wing incident angle
and the output of the motor. During hover the vehicle full relies on the thrust from
the motors produce lift. When the vehicle is in hover and in a state where it is
safe to transition into forward flight, the wings simultaneously pitch forward until
the vehicle gains forward velocity and can use the wings to generate significant lift.
In forward flight the vehicle relies on the lift from the wing and can reduce energy
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used by the motors. The vehicle is shown in fig 1.1. The objective of this research
is to develop the model of the Venturi vehicle and create a robust controller to
stabilize the vehicle through transition. To do this a model of the vehicle needs to
be established to create a baseline for the research into the dynamics. From this
the transition can be defined and a trajectory from hover to forward flight defined.
With an understanding of the dynamics a robust control strategy that accounts for
the changing dynamics can be developed. Finally the robustness of the controller
needs to be verified through a simulation of the developed model.
Figure 1.1: Rendering of Venturi Vehicle.source:http://hopflyt.com/venturiold/
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1.2 Literature Review
In order to develop a strategy to control the vehicle throughout transition it
is important to understand current eVTOL designs and the control strategies that
help them transition between flight regimes. The design of eVTOLs are classified by
the method the control is transitioned into between hover and forward flight. The
most common classifications of eVTOLs are Tilt-rotors, tilt-wing, Dual systems, and
tail sitters [11]. Tilt-rotors employ normal aerodynamic profiles but have the ability
to rotate the motors to provide vertical lift and forward thrust. As they transition
into forward flight the lift generated from the wing profiles produces more lift and
the motors are shifted to provide forward thrust rather then lift. Tilt-rotors are
beneficial as they allow for conventional aerodynamics lift designs and only rotate
the motors simplifying the design. Notable examples of this configuration includes
Joby Aviation [12], the Kitty Hawk Heaviside [13] Lilium Jet [14], and Uber Elevate
[7]. Closely related to tilt-rotors, tilt-wings also use rotation of the motors to provide
vertical and horizontal thrust, but the motor is incorporated into the wing so the
entire wing-motor system is rotated. This design allows for greater flexibility in
how the motor interacts with the wing, offering greater efficiency [11]. Tilt-wing
designs are employed in the Airbus Vahana [6], ASX MOBi-ONE [15], and Hop
Flyt Venturi [10]. Dual system eVTOLs separate the used control actuators for
each flight regime. There are a separate set of motors used for lift during hover and
thrust during forward flight. This configuration allows for the simplest design but
includes redundant systems leading to inefficiencies. This design is currently used
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on Boeing’s PAV technology demonstrator [8]. The final configuration for eVTOLs
are tail sitters. Instead of rotating the motors, the entire vehicle is rotated to use the
same motors in the same configuration for hover and forward flight. This design is
not seen on eVTOL designs for commuter and regional transport due to discomfort
to the passenger.
During transition, the dynamics of the aircraft change significantly and char-
acterizing them results in a highly nonlinear model. To control the vehicle there
are number of methods available. One of the most common techniques to handles
changing nonlinear models is employing gain scheduling [16]. Gain scheduling dis-
cretizes nonlinear dynamics into a set of linear models. The nonlinear model is
converted to a Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) model, where the current model is
defined by the scheduling parameter. The transition can be segmented into models
based on a parameter describing the degree of transition. With each linear model a
corresponding linear controller can be applied to stabilize the vehicle. Gain schedul-
ing has been researched and tested in [17] [18] [19]. For VTOL applications the
scheduling parameter also defines the transition corridor [20]. The transition corri-
dor represents the state path the a VTOL aircraft follows during transition. This
is used in conjunction with gain scheduling to create a control policy throughout
transition in [21] [22]. Another method to control a vehicle through transition is a
sliding mode controller. This applies a discontinuous switching control signal based
on the system’s states. The switching control policies are meant to drive the system
along a desired sliding surface to the desired state. This control strategy has been
research in [23] [24] [25] [26]. Similarly to the sliding mode controller, the use of
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fuzzy logic controllers in [27] [28] are used for VTOL applications to vary between
discrete controller of different flight regimes. This approach defines the transition
into fixed regimes with respective controllers and mixes the output to achieve a
desired control strategy. If the dynamics of the system are well known a Nonlinear
Dynamics Inversion can be used to create a control loop from complex nonlinear
dynamics [11]. Using the nonlinear dynamics, a control policy can be defined that
calculates the nonlinear input for a desired linear state change. This technique is
used in [29] [30]. One of the most widely used controllers are Proportional Integral
Derivative (PID) controller as seen in [31] [32]. By applying the state errors to a PID
controller, a robust and stable output can be easily be achieved in a number of ap-
plications. Often used in conjunction with PID controllers, backstepping controllers
use a nested set of control loops to achieve the desired control. Backstepping con-
trollers can relate states through associated control loops and are researched in [33]
[34]. Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) controllers provide optimal cost linear feed-
back control through the solution to the Riccati equation. Given weighting matrices
Q and R relating the cost of the states and inputs respectively, the optimal linear
feedback matrix can be computed as used in [35] [36] [37]. This method provides a
direct way to connect the desired output to complex systems inputs like dynamics
actuators in many VTOL designs which makes them very useful for VTOL appli-
cations. The control techniques presented will most often be used in conjunction
with other techniques. Different control strategies can be layered to achieve mixed
control loops with various methods to handle the transition nonlinearities. These
procedures offer numerous methods to handle nonlinear systems and apply various
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control techniques, but do not provide a succinct method to define the transition
for an eVTOL and a coinciding robust controller defined by the transition.
1.3 Thesis Overview
The goal of this research is to provide a robust control strategy for the Hop
Flyt Venturi vehicle. The application of eVTOL vehicles drives a need to understand
the dynamics of the transition. This research will provide a method to characterize
the transition and define a controller that can ensure stability at all times based
on the dynamics of the vehicle. Chapter 1 presented the goal of the research and
outlined the process that will be taken to get there. After this the current state of
eVTOLs was discussed and the common techniques used to implement control of
these aircraft were reviewed.
In chapter 2 a model of the vehicle will be developed which will be the foun-
dation of the research and results. The vehicle will be into subsystems and each
subsystem will be modeled to create an accurate representation of the full dynam-
ics of the vehicle. This model will provide the basis for the calculations and the
simulation results.
With a complete model of the vehicle, Chapter 3 will present a control strategy
to control the vehicle through transition. A model of the transition will be developed
which will enable the controller for use through transition. A control policy derived
from the linearized vehicle dynamics will be proposed.
Chapter 4 will cover testing the robustness of the proposed control strategy. A
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simulation of the full vehicle dynamics, at first modeling the longitudinal dynamics
and then moving to the full dynamics of the system, will be created and the proposed
control strategy from the transition linearized model is implemented. The results
from the simulation give a indication of the effectiveness of the proposed strategy.
Finally, chapter 5 will discuss the result and implications of the research. It
will also analyze the limitations of this research and the next steps to take.
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Chapter 2: Vehicle Dynamic Model
2.1 Vehicle Model
The intent of this research is to create a method to control the vehicle into
forward flight and simulate the effectiveness of this method. To do this, the dynamics
needed to be simplified to create a usable model. The simplified vehicle eliminates
many of the difficult to model interactions between subsystems, such as the channel
propulsion interactions, variable incident wings lift profile and delayed stall from
motor airfoil interactions. This is done in order to create a model that can be
accurately modeled while maintaining the capability to model the transition. The
final model replaces the channel propulsion systems with point forces and moments
interacting at the motor mounting point on the vehicle. The motor mounting point
is also modeled as the center of each wing at the quarter chord point. Each wing and
motor combination is replaced with a decoupled single continuous wing and single
motor. The incident angle for each actuator pair is the equivalent, modeled as angle
γ about the Y axis with full forward as γ = 0. The force Fa and moment Ma of each
actuator input is applied to the vehicle through the defined actuator point through
2.1. The total force Ftotal and moment Mtotal on the vehicle body is a sum of the
effect of the body drag, Fdrag and Mdrag, external disturbances, Fdist and Mdist, and
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the effects of the actuators. The velocity of the actuator, Va, which influences the
output of the subsystem is calculated as the local velocity of the actuator from the
body velocity, Vb, and the body rotation rates, ωb, and the position of the actuator
with regards to the center of mass, Xa, in 2.2.
Ftotal = Fdrag + Fdist +
∑
Fa






Va = Vb + ωb ×Xa (2.2)
The objective of this thesis is to research a control strategy for the Venturi
vehicle. The proposed strategy would need to verified on a test platform before any
full scale test is attempted. Hop Flyt developed a 1/7th scale Venturi model for
control testing and verification. This research contributes to testing on this platform
so the vehicle properties and actuator modeling are representative of the systems on
this platform. The simplified model assumes the mass and sizing properties of Hop
Flyt’s test vehicle. The modeled vehicle, shown in figure 2.1, is symmetric among
the X and Y planes about the vehicles center of mass. The actuator points are offset
longitudinally from the center of mass a distance lX and a lateral distance lY .
In order to get an estimate of the Inertia matrix, the vehicle was broken
down into subsystems by mass and each subsystem was estimated to build a total
estimate of inertia. The model is simplified to have a fixed inertia matrix. During
transition the inertia of the vehicle would vary. For simplicity during simulation,
this is reduced to the average inertia in the model between hover and forward flight.
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Figure 2.1: Rendering of Modeled Vehicle
If the model simulated the dynamic inertia matrix, the change in dynamics could
be easily accounted for the state space design in section 3.2. The final specifications
for the modeled vehicle are presented in 2.1.
The vehicle’s drag is modeled as the drag from the vehicle body in addition to
the drag produced from the actuators. The body drag is modeled as the dynamic
pressure of the airflow on the vehicle body in 2.3. The rotational drag is calculated
from integrating the velocity of the area of the body on each plane to get the average
velocity of the body plane around the center of mass. Then using the rotation to
approximate drag on an equivalent body area using a drag coefficient of one. This
is calculated in 2.4 for the drag roll.

































The aircraft model uses the characteristics of the individual actuator compo-
nents to model the response of the vehicle actuators. These actuators represent off
the shelf Radio Control (RC) components, namely Brushless Direct Current (BLDC)
motors and servo actuators. The vehicle’s two actuator controls, the wing incident
angle and motor speed, are modeled as a response to the desired output in order
to reproduce the physical output of the individual components. Each component
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is modeled through a non-linear second order transfer functions with tabular data
from the components to model the output to the system. The actuators are modeled
with this for computation efficiency and simplification of the subsystem. The wing
incident angle response is defined through the properties of the chosen servo, the
D777MG [38]. The pitch response is sensitive to small inputs and requires rapid
response particularly when in transitioned into forward flight. This servo was cho-
sen due to its large stall torque and fast response time. The properties of the servo
actuator are shown in table 2.2.
No Load speed 0.08s/60◦
Stall Torque 6.48 kg-cm
Max Travel 144◦
Table 2.2: Hitec D777MG servo specifications
Using the parameters of the servo, the response was modeled as a critically
damped nonlinear second order transfer function with a maximum actuation speed
of the servo speed and a selected natural frequency. The natural frequency was set
high enough so that the response is restricted by the maximum servo speed. This
method was tested with another servo, HS-55 [39]. A video of the servo response
was analyzed to get the response for which the results are shown in figure 2.2.
To account for the reduction in motor response speed when the servo is under
load, the modeled servo response time is doubled to represent a worst case scenario.
Figure 2.3 shows the step response of the simulated wing compared to the reduced
maximum speed of the actuator. The figure shows the response to 90 degrees of
desired change and demonstrates that the simulated nonlinear actuator provides an
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Figure 2.2: Experimental servo response (red) compared to the maximum servo
speed (yellow) and an equivalent simulated servo (blue)
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Figure 2.3: Simulated servo response (red) compared to the reduced maximum servo
speed (yellow)
accurate estimation of the servos nonlinear response.
The motor response is modeled with a similar method using a second order
system. The motor response was characterized by experimentally testing a test
motor platform with a step input. A test motor, a 920KV 2212 BLDC motor, was
installed on a test stand with the modeled power systems. The motor was given a
step input from idle to full throttle while the prop rotation rate was recorded using
and IR sensor. The data was put through a low pass filter to get a trend of the
response to a desired rotation rate. Using the same method as the wing actuator
response the motor rotation rate is modeled as a linear second order actuator with
a maximum rate limit. The experimental data and the output of the equivalent
simulated motor response are shown in figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Experimental motor response (blue) compared to simulated motor re-
sponse (red)
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The motor rotation rate is calculated with a simplified model of systems com-
ponents. With the given motor KV rating and system’s nominal battery voltage,
the rotation rate was calculated in eq 2.5.
ωm = NcellVcellKV motor(2π/60) (2.5)
In order to accurately model the resulting force output from the motor, thrust
data from the modeled APC 10.5x4.5 propeller is used. The output from this pro-
peller was published in [40] which studied the output of propeller at tested rotation
speeds and axial velocities. The results from the database are used in a lookup table
to get the resulting propeller output. With the motor speed and axial velocity at
the mounting point of each motor, the resulting motor thrust and drag moment can
be accurately modeled. The motor speed is modeled as the throttle as a percent of
the maximum rotation rate ωm. These results are shown in figures 2.5 and 2.6 .
Each wing was modeled as continuous NACA0012 wings. These wings were
selected based on the availability of data at high angles of attack. The final data
used for the wing coefficient are published in [41]. During transition the wings will
leave the conventional flight regime for an aircraft wing, so the model needs a wing
that has been researched at high angles of attack. The wing aerodynamics effects
were calculated from the local velocity of the defined actuator points. The angle of
attack provided a lift, drag, and moment coefficient in 2.6. The airfoil coefficient
data is shown in figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.5: Thrust data for APC 10x4.5 propeller vs axial airspeed and throttle.
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Figure 2.6: Drag moment data for APC 10x4.5 propeller vs axial airspeed and
throttle.
19
Figure 2.7: NACA0012 Airfoil Coefficients for any angle of attack.
Lift = Cl(α)qAwing (2.6)
Drag = Cd(α)qAwing (2.7)
Moment = Cm(α)qAwingc (2.8)
In addition to the induced lift and drag from longitudinally moving air, the
drag from the laterally moving air is added by modeling the area of the airfoil with
a drag coefficient of 1. The area is calculated by integrating the edge definition of
the NACA0012 airfoil.
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The conservation of rotational energy is approximated to model the effect of
actuating the wings through 2.9. The equivalent moment generated by actuating the
wing is equal to the product of the inertia of the wing actuator about the rotation
axis and the rotation speed, determined by the modeled non linear wing actuation.
My = Iwing,yγ̇ (2.9)
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Chapter 3: Control Strategy
3.1 Transition solver
In order to analyze and control the simplified test vehicle throughout the tran-
sition between hover and forward flight, the model’s flight regimes need to be char-
acterized. Throughout the transition the dynamics of the system change, therefore
a method to characterize the dynamics based on the level of transition is necessary.
Depending on the degree of nominal wing incident angle of the wing actuators γ,
the level of transition the system reaches a steady state. The evolution of the steady
states through the transition defines the transition corridor. Each point in the tran-
sition corridor defines the nominal wing actuator tilt, forward velocity, and motor
speed. Similarly to the approach taken in [21], these parameters are used to create
a linear model that can be stabilized through conventional linear controllers. To
compute the steady state of the transition, the forces are balanced to find a steady
state at each level of wing incident angle. This model assumes straight and level
flight. The actuators are assumed to be in the same state, the same motor rotation
rate and wing incident angle. All the moments generated by the actuators are bal-
anced out to provide a net zero moment to the vehicle with exception of the wing
moment coefficients which are neglected for this model. These assumptions are used
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in a transition solver to compute the steady state at each point during transition.
Each iteration of the solver computes the steady state of the vehicle defined by the
angle nominal angle of the wing actuator, from fully upright 90◦ to fully forward to
approximately 1.745◦ at a resolution of approximately 0.5◦. This range completely
models the flight regimes that the vehicle would encounter at a high enough res-
olution to accurately model the transition as a continuous set of dynamics. Each
iteration starts by computing the set of all possible horizontal component of thrust,
Tthrust,x, for the given transition angle. The set of forward velocity, v, for each
thrust is computed from the set of the forward thrust components, such that the
forward thrust is equal to the drag produced. The set of thrust produced results in
an equivalent set of forward airspeeds. The airfoil data and the forward airspeed is
used to generate the lift from the airfoils at each thrust level. The aerodynamics lift
was combined with the vertical component of the thrust to get the total lift of the
vehicle, Fz. To balance out the vertical components, one dimensional interpolation
was performed on the total lift forces to find the thrust required, Treq, at which the
lift equals the gravitational force on the vehicle.
Fthrust,x = Tcos(γ) (3.1)









Fz = FLift,z + Treqsin(γ) (3.5)






With the horizontal airspeed and the required thrust the final throttle value is
interpolated from the required thrust through the propeller data. The solver does
not initially account for the decreased maximum thrust due to a non-zero axial
velocity. Additionally, the propeller data does not models the loss of thrust past an
axial velocity of 35m/s. These both result in an overestimation of the available thrust
at higher transition levels and axial speeds. As a result, the solver does not reach
an asymptote where the vehicle would need an unobtainable amount of thrust as
would be expected at very high speed. This does not influence the data set because
the vehicle does not transition to a point where the thrust can be overestimated.
The resulting steady state for the model is shown in figures 3.1 and 3.2.
In addition to the steady state parameters of the transition corridor, the pro-
peller data gives a measure of thrust efficiency which can be used to find the efficiency
of flight at each point during transition. The efficiency η is described as a function





The propeller efficiency with the calculated forward velocity and propeller
thrust the flight efficiency can be calculated.
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Figure 3.1: The total thrust required during transition plotted vs the steady state
forward airspeed.
Figure 3.2: The throttle required during transition plotted vs the steady state for-
ward airspeed.
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Figure 3.3: The flight efficiency during transition plotted vs the steady state forward





The flight efficiency through the transition corridor is shown in figure 3.3 and
describes the point at which the transition is most efficient. This is the point where
the increase in thrust required becomes more detrimental to efficiency than the
benefits from increased lift from higher forward velocities. This point also defines the
cruise point and the end of the transition corridor. The end of the transition accounts
for the non-asymptotic transition calculations from the solver, as the vehicle will not
transition to a point where the solver is inaccurate. The most efficient transition
point is with wing incident angle, γ, of 8.64 degrees.
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3.2 Controller Design
The vehicle’s controller is designed to ensure that the vehicle maintains sta-
bility throughout the flight in any flight regime. The controller for the vehicle uses
a LQR controller for stability in combination with PID outer loop controllers. All
the controllers utilize gain scheduling to accurately control the vehicle at different
positions throughout the transition corridor. The implementation of gain schedul-
ing of the vehicle is defined by the vehicles wing incident angle. The nominal wing
incident is used to define the steady state, which in turn defines the flight regime
the controller assumes and functions according to. As a result of this the wing
incident angle cannot rapidly change as the vehicle’s assumed flight regime would
diverge from the actual flight regime. The vehicle would not be able to accelerate
or decelerate to the steady state and the controller would leave the designed flight
regime, potentially resulting in an unstable controller. To ensure the vehicle does
not deviate from the assumed flight regime, the magnitude of the change in nomi-
nal wing incident angle is constrained to a maximum value. During simulation this
value is set as 10◦ per second. The intent of this research is based on the design of
an eVTOL for passenger transport so slow transitions and smooth transition are a
desirable result. The central part of the control method is the control of the vehicle’s
orientation. During transition the vehicles dynamics change such that the inputs to
the system are highly nonlinear with respect to the scheduling parameter γ through-
out the transition corridor. As a result the LQR stability controller encompasses
the vehicles orientation while the outerloops can be handled through PID control
27
Figure 3.4: Definition of the vehicle body axis.
loops. Based on the vehicles calculated steady state,the system’s orientation can be
reduced to a linear state space model and a linear control policy can be developed.
The model includes the vehicles Euler angles (φ, θ, ψ) and rotation rates (ωφ ωθ
ωψ). The system is defined as shown in figure 3.4. The inputs to the system are the
deviation of the vehicle’s actuator from the steady state, defined as [M1−4 W1−4].
The actuator conventions and input to the dynamics are defined as shown in fig 3.5.
The system is linearized with respect to steady state given the wing incident angle,
motor throttle, and forward velocity to build a linear parameter varying state space
model defined in 3.10 - 3.11.
[A,B] = f(vss, γss, throttless) (3.10)
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Figure 3.5: The conventions of the actuators and the input from each actuator. The
contribution from the motor thrust(red), motor drag moment(grey), and aerody-
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(3.12)
With the linearized state space system model 3.13, the controller can return
the optimal control strategy, 3.15, given the cost function defined in 3.14. The
focus of the research is the creation of a robust control method through transition,
therefore the state estimation is not modeled and the system is assumed to be
completely observable. Using the solution from transition corridor, control strategy
can be computed for discrete points in the transition corridor. These points are
defined by the nominal wing incident angle. For the orientation controller, the
feedback matrix K was defined from a wing incident angle of 90 degrees, hovering,
to approximately 1.745 degrees, beyond optimal forward flight. These discrete points
were calculated at intervals of 0.01 radians and the resulting feedback matrix K is
linearly interpolated between to get a continuous feedback policy.





u = −Kx (3.15)
Initial values for the state and input weight matrices were set to the identity
matrix and were tuned until a stable output was achieved. These weights were
also varied as a function of the nominal wing incident angle. The final output for
the input and state weighted matrices are shown in figure 3.6 with respect to the
scheduling parameter γ. The evolution of the feedback matrix varying the scheduling
parameter γ, is shown in figure 3.7. The linear feedback is able to stabilize the poles
of the aircraft at all points throughout transition, figure 3.8.
Figure 3.6: The scheduling of the LQR controller weights.
Beyond control of the orientation, the vehicle uses outerloop PID controllers
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Figure 3.7: The evolution of the feedback gains throughout transition.
Figure 3.8: Attitude controller pole locations through transition.
to control the position and trajectory. The outerloop controllers contain an altitude
controller and positional controller. Each PID was tuned through simulation until a
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steady output was achieved. The altitude controller uses two gain scheduling PIDs to
relate the error from desired altitude to throttle and desired pitch output. Initially
in hover the altitude controller corrects for the altitude with changes in throttle
similar to a conventional multi-copter. As the vehicle transitions into forward flight
the controller is varied to correct the altitude by changing the vehicles pitch like
a conventional fixed-wing aircraft. The positional controller is separated into two
flight regimes, hovering and forward flight. The controllers are interchanged based
on whether the vehicle is in hover or if the nominal wing incident angle is vertical.
The hover controller uses the conventional control policies of a multi-copter where
the desired velocity is controlled through a calculated roll and pitch attitude. The
calculated desired attitude is rotated by the vehicles current yaw so it is able to
correct its position separately from the desired vehicle heading. The controller feeds
the desired roll and pitch attitudes along with the desired vehicle heading as yaw
into the LQR attitude controller to achieve the desired attitude. When the vehicle
is in forward flight, the desired position is achieved through coordinated turns to
achieve the desired heading. The controller assumes the vehicle is some degree of
forward flight and corrects the error in desired heading towards the target position
through a coordinated roll and yaw inputs. These outputs are again fed into the
LQR attitude controller to achieve the desired attitude. The outer loop control
strategy is shown in figure 3.9.
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In order to test the robustness of the proposed eVTOL transition controller, the
nonlinear model of the simplified test vehicle was built in MATLAB/SIMULINK.
This simulation was used as a platform to develop the control policies and test
the robustness of the controller. To test control throughout transition, the first
simulation was setup to model the longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle. This model
initially simplified the model to a three degree of freedom (3DOF) simulation to
incorporate the dynamics of the transition while excluding the lateral stability. This
allowed for development and testing of the vehicles transition control strategy before
moving to the full 6 degrees of freedom (6DOF) simulation. For this simulation the
LQR attitude controller was reduced to the pitch variables, θ and ωθ.
The 3DOF simulation was simulated using the 3DOF body fixed simulation in
MATLAB/SIMULINK. The body was simulated as the vehicle’s center of mass and
uses the model’s mass and longitudinal inertia properties. The input to the system
are the forces on the XZ plane Fz and Fx on the body’s center of mass and the
moment generated around it My. The inputs were calculated from the model and
actuator states.
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For the longitudinal simulation the output of the actuators were assumed to
be laterally symmetric since the simulation does not model the lateral dynamics.
In this simulation the motor moments were ignored as the lateral symmetry would
cancel the resulting effects.
In order to test the robustness of the controller design the model was subjected
to input disturbances. The model was disturbed to test the vehicles ability to
maintain stability and stay within a regime where the linear LQR attitude controller
can correct errors. These disturbances were modeled from random zero mean white
Gaussian noises at 0.25 second intervals. The disturbances were added to the input
moment and forces up to a standard deviation of approximately 2.75 Nm and 10.3 N
respectively. The maximum standard deviation magnitude of the input moment and
forces were modeled from the equivalent moment and forces of one of the motors at
steady state hover. This is a higher disturbance then the vehicle would experience
during normal operation and represents a worst case scenario.
To verify the calculations of the transition corridor the experimental data dur-
ing a transition can be compared to the result of the calculated transition corridor.
The transition was simulated by transitioning the wing incident angle from fully
vertical to horizontal over 50 seconds and recording the forward speed. The input
disturbances are neglected for this simulation to get the true steady state of the
vehicle. This comparison is shown in figure 4.1. The results for this simulation are
conservative compared to the steady state at each transition point as the simulation
is continuously transitioning over the simulated time and needs time to accelerate to
the actual steady state. This is represented in the graph as the simulated velocity is
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of calculated transition corridor and a simulated transition
corridor.
slightly lower than the calculated velocity. This is especially prevalent at transition
angles close to vertical. These angles would require significantly more time to reach
steady state as the forward acceleration is very small relative to the drag a low
speed and again this discrepancy is shown in the results. The simulated calculated
transition corridor agrees with the simulation and can therefore be used to design
the gain scheduling of the attitude controller.
To verify that the controller can robustly keep the vehicle stable during tran-
sition, the vehicle was initially simulated from hover into forward flight. The input
disturbances were set to the maximum magnitude. The wing incident angles dur-
ing the transition is shown in figure 4.2. The incident angle of the wings started
vertically during hover, and transitioned to the full forward flight angle over approx-
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Figure 4.2: Wing incident angle of the front and back wings from a 3DOF simulation
of the vehicle transitioning from hover to forward flight.
imately 8 seconds. As the vehicle transitioned into forward flight the wings become
the dominant method to correct for attitude disturbances and deflect from the nom-
inal value with greater magnitude. Conversely the motors provide the entirety of
the ability to correct the attitude while the vehicle is near hover so in figure 4.3, the
motor output from the motors pairs, initially the output is very noisy as it the only
method to correct the attitude. As the vehicle transitions into forward flight, the
responsibility of correcting the attitude moves from the motors to the wing actua-
tors, so the output of the motors settle. The motors deviate less for correction and
follow longer oscillatory trends as a result of correcting for altitude.
The attitude of the vehicle during the transition are shown in figure 4.4. If
the vehicle attitude deviates to far from the steady state attitude the actuators will
become saturated and the vehicle will not be able to return to the steady state
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Figure 4.3: Motor output, as a percent of the possible rotation speed, of the front
and back wings from a 3DOF simulation of the vehicle transitioning from hover to
forward flight.
attitude. The large input disturbances cause large deviations in the vehicle output
however the vehicle remains stable and controllable throughout transition. The
input disturbances and attitude deviations also cause a deviations in the global
velocity,shown in figure 4.5, but again do not destabilize the vehicle.
To test the full functionality of the controller and its ability to work as a vehi-
cle for transport, the model was tasked with completing a simulated full transport
mission. The vehicle would have to take off to a certain altitude, transition to for-
ward flight, return to hover, and land at the desired location. During this simulation
the vehicle was tasked with ascending to an altitude of 10 meters and traveling 500
meters before landing again. Because the goal is to test the ability of the vehicle to
execute a designed mission and not purely maintain stability, the input disturbances
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Figure 4.4: Vehicle Attitude from a 3DOF simulation of the vehicle transitioning
from hover to forward flight.
Figure 4.5: Vehicle global velocity from a 3DOF simulation of the vehicle transi-
tioning from hover to forward flight.
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are model a 25 percent of the maximum normal input. The actuator output data
from the simulations are shown in figures 4.6 and 4.7. The wing incident angles
transitioned to the forward flight where it stayed there for approximately 20 sec-
onds before transitioning back to hover. From figure 4.9, during the forward flight
phase of the mission the vehicle reached a steady forward flight velocity of approx-
imately 18 m/s which agrees with the calculated steady state from the transition
corridor. The vehicle reaches the desired goal of 500 meters and maintains rela-
tively close desired altitude of 10 meters during the simulation from figure 4.8. At
approximately 40 seconds the vehicle reaches hover and the hover controller takes
over position control. In figure 4.10, a sustained pitch is held to slow the vehicle and
move to the desired final position with the hover controller. To model the transition
the vehicle’s state can be plotted in the transition corridor vs the calculated steady
state in figure 4.11. As the vehicle transitions to forward flight and back to hover
the assumed nominal steady state wing incident angle, γn, deviates from the true
angle because the airspeed needs time to reach the steady state, however it does not
deviate enough to destabilize the vehicle.
4.2 6DOF Simulation
With the transition simulated through the longitudinal simulation, the model
can be extended to the full 6 degrees of freedom to model the full vehicle dynamics.
The model is extended to include the full position and attitude states, X, Y , Z, φ,
θ, and ψ.
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Figure 4.6: Wing incident angles of the front and back wings for a simulated mission.
Figure 4.7: Motor output, as a percent of the possible rotation speed, of the front
and back motors for a 3DOF simulated mission.
With independent control of each actuator the rotational moments and pro-
peller drag moments are no longer assumed to cancel out due to lateral symmetry.
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Figure 4.8: Vehicle position for a 3DOF simulated mission. Vehicle rises to 10
meters before traveling 500 meters where it lands at 0 meters.
Figure 4.9: Vehicle global velocity for a simulated mission.
The moment from each propeller is added along the axis of the of the motor in the
opposite direction of the rotation of the propeller. The applied moment is defined
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Figure 4.10: Vehicle attitude during a 3DOF simulated mission.
Figure 4.11: Vehicle’s path through the transition corridor during the simulated
mission
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in figure 3.5. The input disturbances are expanded to the additional dimensions.
The maximum input disturbance force is kept the same at the force of one motor
at hover but is applied to every axis. The maximum input disturbance torque is
calculated as the applied torque from the motor at hover. The torque input for each
axis is based on the configuration of the vehicle as it is multiplied by the distance to
the axis of rotation. The disturbance torque applied to the Z axis of the vehicle is
calculated as equivalent to the X axis disturbance because the motor applies force in
the XZ plane with distance lx. To test the robustness of the controller throughout
the transition corridor in with six degrees of freedom the model was again simulated
through a transition simulation and a simulated mission profile. The transition sim-
ulation tested the controllers ability to transition from hover to forward flight. The
input disturbances were again set to the maximum in an attempt to destabilize the
vehicle. The results from the simulation are shown in figures 4.12 - 4.16.
Throughout the transition and into forward flight the vehicle remained stable.
The controller was able to correct for the external disturbances and reach a steady
state in full forward flight. Compared to the 3DOF simulation results, the 6DOF
had significantly higher deviations. This is expected as the attitude controller has
two additional axis to stabilize and the nonlinear effects of deviations between mul-
tiple axis are not modeled well within the linearized model. This is in figure 4.16
seen around 19 seconds into the simulation where all the attitude states simultane-
ously have large deviations. Even though the input disturbances cause very large
deviations, it remains within a controllable range. In forward flight the steady state
velocity reaches a higher forward velocity of approximately 22 m/s. This is due
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Figure 4.12: Wing incident angles for a simulated transition in 6DOF.
Figure 4.13: Motor output, as a percent of the possible rotation speed, for a 6DOF
simulated transition.
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Figure 4.14: Vehicle position for a 6DOF simulated transition from hover to forward
flight.
to the linearization of the motor input. The input from the motors is modeled as
linear with regards to the motor rotation speed. This relationship is more closely
represented through the equation in 4.1. As the controller linearly decreases and
increases the left and right pairs separately to correct the vehicle’s yaw, the total
forward thrust does not remain constant. The total forward thrust is greater then
in the steady state which leads to a higher forward velocity. This can be fixed by
rearranging the input matrix to the attitude LQR controller as the force from the





Figure 4.15: Vehicle global velocity for a 6DOF simulated transition from hover to
forward flight.
The vehicle is again tested with the transport mission profile as defined for the
3DOF mission simulation. The vehicle takes off to 10 meters where it transitions
into forward flight. It continues to the destination at 500 meters forward, where it
transition backs to hover and lands. The results for this simulation are shown in
figures 4.17 - 4.22.
Figure 4.19 shows the position of the vehicle throughout the simulated mis-
sion. Over the course of the simulation time the vehicle converges on the desired
position of 500 meters. During the mission the input disturbances cause the ve-
hicle to deviate in the Y direction, but the heading controller brings vehicle back
to the desired trajectory. The global velocity, shown in figure 4.20, indicates the
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Figure 4.16: Vehicle attitude during a 6DOF simulated transition from hover to
forward flight.
vehicle transitioning into forward flight and reaching a steady forward flight veloc-
ity of approximately 19 m/s before returning to hover. The velocity has noticeable
deviations in the X and Z velocity around 32 and 36 seconds into the flight which
are supported by deviations in the pitch attitude in figure 4.21. The deviations are
caused by the assumed flight regime deviating from the actual flight regime during
transitioning back to hover, however are not significant enough to destabilize the
vehicle. This is also seen in figure 4.22 when the transition presents large deviations
from the calculated transition when return to hover or a wing incident angle of 90◦.
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Figure 4.17: Wing incident angles for a simulated mission profile in 6DOF
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Figure 4.18: Motor output, as a percent of the possible rotation speed, for a simu-
lated mission profile in 6DOF.
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Figure 4.19: Vehicle position for a simulated mission profile in 6DOF
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Figure 4.20: Vehicle global velocity for a simulated mission profile in 6DOF
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Figure 4.21: Vehicle attitude for a simulated mission profile in 6DOF
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Figure 4.22: Vehicle transition corridor path for a simulated mission profile in 6DOF
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
5.1 Summary of Contributions
The goal of this research was to produce an effective strategy to control an eV-
TOL vehicle throughout all phases of transition. By establishing a vehicle model and
effectively characterizing the dynamics at discrete points throughout the transition,
the transition corridor for this model was developed. This allowed for characteri-
zation of the model steady state and development of the steady state linearization.
Using the linearized model and the parameters from the actuator model, an opti-
mal feedback policy was implemented to control the vehicle attitude. The attitude
controller was combined with outerloop PID controllers to fully control the vehi-
cle’s trajectory. The controllers implemented gain scheduling to control the vehicles
dynamics as they change throughout the transition. To verify the control strat-
egy’s robustness, a nonlinear model of the vehicle was constructed in a 3DOF and
6DOF simulation. In each of the tests the proposed strategy was able to maintain
the vehicles stability in the presence of large disturbances. The vehicle was stable
throughout transition and was able to complete the mission profiles. The proposed




While this research offered an effective method to control an eVTOL through
transition, there are still improvements and further exploration that should be com-
pleted. This method provided is not a final solution to the problem, but rather an
investigation and assessment of the methodology of transition control. The transi-
tion corridor was defined by the transition angle and the flight regimes associated at
that steady state. This can be an optimistic assumption because input disturbances
or quick changes to the nominal incident angle can cause the vehicle to diverge from
the assumed steady state and make the vehicle become less stable. Further research
in defining the transition corridor as a two-dimensional function of forward velocity
and nominal wing incident angle would help resolve this problem. It is not feasi-
ble for the vehicle to operate solely at steady state so expanding the controller to
adjust to flight regimes that deviate from the calculated steady state will give the
vehicle more flexibility in transition and overall improve the controllers robustness.
Another limitation of this research is that it focuses on the implementation of the
vehicle’s controller. The application of a controller to a vehicle is a combination of
estimation and control. This research assumes that the states are fully observable
and does not account for the potential errors in estimation. The implemented LQR
controller would realistically be apart of a larger Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG)
solution where the state would be optimally estimated. Finally, the results of the
controller’s robustness from the simulation are subject to the level of fidelity the
simulation can achieve. The tests are simulated version of the true model dynamics
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and therefore are only an estimate of the effectiveness of the control strategy. The
model provides a good approximation of the dynamics, however there are numer-
ous ways in which the simulation can be improved. The outputs of the wings were
approximated through lookup tables with simplified models. This does not model
the more complex aerodynamics effects of the wings or more importantly the in-
teractions and effects between subsets of actuators. The actuators act decoupled
and therefore do not model interactions like the effects of multiple airfoils in a flow
stream or the change in aerodynamics coefficients due to the forced airflow from the
motor over the wing. Each part of the model is an approximation of the dynamics
and can be improved. Taking this point to the furthest extent, the ideal product of
this research would be implementing the proposed control strategy on a real-world
test platform. This entails creating a platform that can represent the described
eVTOL model, calculating the dynamics and control policies through the process
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